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Beginners will be surprised by how easy it is to turn inexpensive, readily available wire into attractive

and functional objects. After a presentation of all the basics on materials and techniques comes the

really fun part: quick-to-make, fabulous projects, all shown in magnificent photographs. There are

items for the home like wire-embellished hooks and a charming garden candleholder... and great

gifts.
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History & Criticism

Ellen Wieske brings her 24 years of metalcraft experience to this illustrated guide to creating

attractive wirework pieces. She gives a concise explanation of the tools needed - both to buy and

make - and detailed instructions on the necessary techniques. Projects range from the easy to the

more complex but the author's easy writing style ensures clear steps for each. Make your own fish

mobile, tin and wire salad set and wild flowers, for gifts or just decoration. A gallery of renowned

wireworkers' work concludes the book, illustrating the diversity of this medium and offering

inspiration to both novices and more advanced craftspersons alike. - Lucy Watson

Cape Cod, MA

I just bought this book used and sat down and paged through it this morning over breakfast. There

are some awesome ideas here! Working with wire looks intriguing and I am determined now to



custom-create baskets for my kitchen to hold fruits and vegetables in the sizes I need, without

paying an arm and legs for them.I am also excited about making hanging planters for my front

wraparound porch. The use of jigs, and the materials lists are all very helpful!

I originally got this book at the library and kept renewing it because I found the projects intriguing

and interesting. A lot of them are just downright odd but the few I did like I feel I could use in other

projects. I like how the book shows how to make them and to make the tools to make them such as

a jig etc. For the price I decided to add it to my own collection. I find the projects help expand my

knowledge of working with wire.

Great. Thanks.

Not only do the projects in this book look as if they were done by a child, the projects themselves

just are not appealing (certainly nothing I would ever decorate my house with). Don't buy this book,

you'll be disappointed.

I found this book to be a great place to start learning about wirework. It lays out the tools needed.

Has step-by-step instructions and pictures to follow. The crafts are simple because this is a learning

book. If you are experienced in wirework you may wish to purchase a different book, but if you want

to learn the techniques this is a good book to start with.
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